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**ABSTRACT**

The mammalian gut is an attractive model for exploring the general question of how habitat impacts the evolution of gene content. Therefore, we have characterized the relationship between 16S rRNA gene sequence similarity and overall levels of gene conservation in four groups of species: gut specialists and cosmopolitans, each of which can be divided into pathogens and non-pathogens. At short phylogenetic distances, specialist or cosmopolitan bacteria found in the gut share fewer genes than is typical for genomes that come from non-gut environments, but at longer phylogenetic distances gut bacteria are more similar to each other than are genomes at equivalent evolutionary distances from non-gut environments, suggesting a pattern of short-term specialization but long-term convergence. Moreover, this pattern is observed in both pathogens and non-pathogens, and can even be seen in the plasmids carried by gut bacteria. This observation is consistent with the finding that, despite considerable interpersonal variation in species content, there is surprising functional convergence in the microbiome of different humans. Finally, we observe that even within bacterial species or genera 16S rRNA divergence provides useful information about average conservation of gene content. The results described here should be useful for guiding strain selection to maximize novel gene discovery in large-scale genome sequencing projects, while the approach could be applied in studies seeking to understand the effects of habitat adaptation on genome evolution across other body habitats or environment types.

**INTRODUCTION**

The human gut harbors the largest collection of microbes in any of our body habitats, its microbiome is of great interest because the microbiota appears to have pervasive effects on health and disease, including the development of a functional immune system, vitamin synthesis and nutrient processing (1). Culture-independent methods for the discovery of novel microbial lineages using 16S rRNA gene sequencing have revolutionized our understanding of microbial diversity (2–4). The 16S rRNA gene is an excellent marker of average genomic evolution because it is a core gene that seldom undergoes horizontal gene transfer and has a phylogeny that matches other core genes, because it appears to evolve largely independently of ecological diversification, and because it contains both fast- and slow-evolving regions and can thus be used to resolve relationships among taxa at different phylogenetic depths [see (2.5–7) for reviews on the topic]. 16S rRNA based-surveys indicate that bacterial communities of the mammalian gut differ more from non-gut communities, than even the most extreme free-living communities differ from one another (8). This observation suggests that life in the intestinal environment may have demanding and distinctive functional requirements. Understanding whether 16S rRNA surveys that reveal which species (or higher taxa) are present relate directly to diversity in functional gene repertoires is critical for Human Microbiome Projects (1): these projects generally seek to relate variation in the phylogenetic composition of the microbiome, as profiled by 16S rRNA surveys, to health and disease (9–13). To begin addressing this question, we ask whether gut-dwelling species have converged on more closely related gene repertoires than we would expect from their phylogenetic relationship. In particular, is the degree of overlap in the gene repertoire of gut dwellers greater than that for non-gut dwellers after a given amount of evolutionary time?
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Differences in 16S rRNA gene sequences between genomes are related to overall levels of gene conservation between those genomes and to the average nucleotide identity (ANI) of genes conserved between them (14), although whether the same trends hold true for very closely related genomes (e.g. those within the same bacterial species) is unknown. Several mechanisms alter genome content, including genome reduction, gene duplications and horizontal gene transfer. These have been extensively studied. However, the effect of differences in habitat on the rate of evolution of gene content has only been systematically studied using a small number of species, primarily from non-host-associated habitats (15). Substantial variation in gene content has been observed within individual bacterial species, whether isolated from many environments (such as *Escherichia coli*) (16) or highly habitat-restricted [such as *Helicobacter pylori* (17)].

These observations that bacterial species vary in their degree of gene conservation (15,18,19), raise the question of whether the differences are due to differences in population structure (17), diversity within and/or between habitats or ecological interactions with other organisms (16). For example, the rate at which gene content varies with phylogenetic distance (15) might be due to any of the mechanisms outlined above. Two well-characterized examples of associations between specific environments and mechanisms of genomic change are the extreme genome reduction observed in obligate intracellular symbionts and intracellular pathogens (20–22) as well as microbial adaptation to hypersaline environments through enrichment of proteins throughout the proteome with the acidic amino acids aspartate and glutamate (23,24). However, signatures of adaptation to specific environments have generally been difficult to obtain.

The mammalian gut provides an attractive model to explore these issues, because it harbors an especially restricted group of lineages (8). If this restriction results from a highly selective environment, we might expect that different species adapt to the gut by convergent evolution in gene content. More generally, there are several reasons why bacteria sharing a habitat may share more or few genes than phylogenetic distance alone would predict (15). For example, adaptation to a shared environment might enrich the same genes necessary for growth and survival in that environment, and horizontal gene transfer may increase in densely packed communities, leading to more shared genes (e.g. the distal mammalian gut can contain up to 10^{12} cells/ml lumenal contents). Alternatively, competition within a shared environment could produce niche specialization (25–27) as strains diversify their gene content and exploit underutilized resources. Thus, we reason that inferring the relationship between evolutionary distance, as measured by 16S rRNA sequence divergence, and functional relatedness, at the level of overlap in gene repertoires, could assist in discriminating among these various mechanisms.

**METHODS**

**Selection and classification of genomes**

We sought to identify genomes representing abundant gut lineages that were specialist or cosmopolitan, and non-pathogenic or pathogenic. To do so, we downloaded 195 genomes from the KEGG database that were members of the Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes (separating the Clostridiales and the Lactobacillales), δ-Proteobacteria, ε-Proteobacteria and the γ-Proteobacteria (Enterobacteria). The bacteria from which these genomes were sequenced were then characterized according to their habitat and pathogenicity status (Figure 1) according to the following workflow: (i) To obtain information on the lifestyle of the isolates from which genome sequences were obtained, we determined which 16S rRNA-based environmental surveys of microbial assemblages had deposited sequences in GenBank that were nearly identical to the 16S rRNA sequence in the corresponding complete genome. We first downloaded the gbenv files from the NCBI ftp site on 31 December 2007 and used them to create a BLAST database. These files contain GenBank records for the ENV database, a component of the non-redundant nucleotide database (nt) where 16S rRNA environmental survey data are deposited. GenBank records for hits with >98% sequence identity over 400 bp to the 16S rRNA sequence of each genome were parsed to obtain a list of study titles associated with the hits. (ii) These study titles were used to determine whether close relatives of each of the isolates had been found only in the gut (gut specialist), never in the gut (non-gut) or in the gut as well as a diversity of free-living communities (gut cosmopolitan). (iii) In ambiguous cases, where close relatives of the isolate were found in many environmental samples and only rarely in gut samples, information from the GOLD database was used to decide how a genome should be categorized. In these ambiguous cases, strains annotated as probiotic or strains isolated from the distal gut or feces, were categorized as ‘gut cosmopolitan’ whereas others were categorized as non-gut. Thirteen genomes were removed from subsequent analysis because their isolation and phenotypic annotations from GOLD were ambiguous or conflicted. This classification process yielded 17 gut specialists, 43 gut cosmopolitan and 122 non-gut bacteria. (iv) Within each of these four categories, pathogens were identified using GOLD annotations downloaded 8 October 2009 (28).

**Gene conservation**

Gene conservation was measured as the proportion of genes in the query genome with at least one homolog conserved in the subject genome (see BLAST analysis, below). This measure is asymmetric because the query and subject genome can be of different sizes (e.g. if genome A contains 500 genes, genome B contains 5000 genes and they share 250 genes, B contains 50% of the genes in A, but A contains only 5% of the genes in B). The comparisons between genomes with large size
differences was found to produce aberrant clusters of high or low gene conservation (see ‘Results’ section), therefore genomes were placed into three size categories ± 1 SD from the mean genome size: these categories were small (<1783 genes), medium (1783–4964 genes) and large (>4964 genes). The comparisons between genomes in different size categories were then excluded from the analyses in Figures 3c, 3d, 5a and 5b, 6b, d and Supplementary Figure 1, as noted below. Since plasmids are subject to frequent horizontal gene transfer and the absence of plasmids in the strain chosen for genome sequencing does not indicate their absence in the corresponding natural populations, queries from plasmids were excluded from the analysis for comparisons of gene content to evolutionary distance. To assess the significance of correlations between evolutionary distance and gene content conservation, Mantel tests with 10,000 permutations were run on either the full matrix of comparisons for each taxon analyzed, as well as subsets of those matrices subdivided by environment, pathogenicity or chromosome type (chromosome or plasmid). Tests were performed using the Mantel test implementation in the PyCogent toolkit (29).

**BLAST analysis**

BLASTp analyses were conducted using a custom python script based on PyCogent (29) to run NCBI BLAST (30). Analyses were run using the BLOSUM62 matrix (-M BLOSUM62) with maximum hits set to 1 (-m 1). Hits were then filtered to an e-value threshold of $10^{-10}$ (analyses using alternative e-value thresholds altered the slope of results but not the qualitative outcome, data not shown), and hits with alignable regions <75% of the length of both query and subject were rejected.

**Tree construction**

16S rRNA sequences for each of the genomes under study were identified by BLASTing the *E. coli* rrnG gene against the nucleotide (nuc) file from KEGG, (http://www genome.ad.jp/), for each genome with an e-value threshold of 1e–20 and word length of 11. Some genomes contain multiple 16S rRNA sequences. We verified manually that the BLAST settings used identified all 16S rRNA sequences from several such genomes (and no others) that had been identified in a previous study (31). 16S rRNA sequences identified in this manner were then aligned using NAST (32).

In cases where multiple 16S rRNA sequences in a single genome passed the NAST screen, sequences were selected randomly. The Lane mask (33) from GreenGenes (34) was applied to the selected NAST-aligned sequences. Phylogenetic trees were constructed in ClearCut (35) using traditional neighbor-joining and the Kimura two-parameter distance correction. In order to determine whether short reads such as those generated by pyrosequencing would suffice for analyses of gene content and evolutionary distance, trees were also constructed using simulated pyrosequencing reads. In this case, trees were also constructed by the same procedure, but instead using only the regions of the 16S rRNA corresponding to 250 bases of the regions amplified by V2, V4 and V6 primers (36). These were generated by taking only the corresponding regions from the full-length 16S rRNA sequences. The gaps were then removed and the sequences realigned. The coordinates in the GreenGenes 7682 bp format for these regions were: V2, 1869–2353; V4, 2310–4100; and V6, 4625–5877.

**RESULTS**

A scale relates gene content to 16S rRNA evolutionary distance

We calculated gene conservation for all pairs of bacterial genomes in the KEGG database from within the Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes (separating the Clostridiales and the Lactobacillales), δ-Proteobacteria, ε-Proteobacteria and γ-Proteobacteria (Enterobacteria). These taxa were selected because they contain prominent members of the mammalian gut microbiota (37). Plotting proportions of shared genes against tip-to-tip distances on a 16S rRNA neighbor-joining tree for the resulting 5737 intra-taxon genome-to-genome comparisons allowed us to infer a model for the relationship between 16S rRNA distances and protein conservation. The proportion of shared genes was determined by performing protein BLAST queries for each gene in that genome against a database composed of all genes in each other genome within the taxon at an e-value threshold of $10^{-10}$. The proportions of genes with homologs below the e-value threshold were then plotted against the tip-to-tip distance between the two genomes on a neighbor-joining tree. Initial studies indicated that the BLAST stringency varied only the steepness of the slope but not the overall patterns; therefore only data for the $10^{-10}$ threshold is shown although $10^{-14}$ and $10^{-7}$ were also used. Gene conservation as measured by protein BLAST was found to decrease exponentially with 16S rRNA distance, in agreement with previous observations (14,38). Exponential regression of 16S rRNA distance alone explained only 29% of the overall variance in gene conservation levels. This regression also suggested that gene conservation falls at a rate of $0.62e^{-0.326d}$ where $d$ is the corrected tip-to-tip distance on a 16S rRNA neighbor-joining phylogeny.

To test whether patterns of gene conservation over evolutionary distance were universal or varied by bacterial taxon, the results were broken down by taxonomy (Figure 2). For all taxa in the analysis, the negative correlation between evolutionary distance and gene content conservation was statistically significant by Mantel Test ($P < 0.05$; see Supplementary Table 1). However, the explanatory power of 16S rRNA gene distance varied greatly between the taxa studied, explaining as little as 28% (Enterobacteria) to as much as 70% (Bacteroidetes) of the variance in gene conservation levels (Figure 2). This heterogeneity could arise from several mechanisms, including different rates of horizontal gene transfer,
Figure 1. Classification of species by habitat and pathogenicity. (a) All genomes for the Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes (separating the Clostridia and the Lactobacillales), δ-Protobacteria, ε-Protobacteria, and the γ-Protobacteria (Enterobacteria) present in the KEGG database were downloaded (195 genomes total). The genomes were classified as follows (see Materials and Methods section for detailed description): (i) BLAST was used to compare 16S rRNA sequences for each genome against the NCBI Envs database to determine the environmental distribution of the species. (ii) Genomes were characterized by examination of the study titles of hits: genomes found exclusively in gut or fecal samples were labeled ‘gut specialist’, those found in several studies of the gut, but also in other environments were categorized as ‘gut cosmopolitan’, while those never found in the gut were labeled ‘non-gut’. (iii) In borderline cases where genomes were found in several environmental samples and only a small
genome reduction or habitat specialization in different taxa, which we investigate below.

Habitat adaptation and genome size alter aggregate gene conservation

In order to test whether the shared lifestyle of gut-adapted bacteria altered the relationship between gene conservation and evolutionary distance, the genomes in this analysis were categorized based on how often they have been observed in the gut relative to other environments in 16S rRNA studies, combined with information about isolation sources and pathogenicity status derived from the GOLD database (28) (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section and Figure 1). Species found exclusively in the gut were labeled ‘gut specialist’, while those frequently found in both the gut and other environments were labeled ‘gut cosmopolitan’ and those rarely or never observed in the gut but plentiful in other environments were labeled ‘non-gut’, with isolation information being used to decide borderline cases (28).

Gene content fell exponentially with increasing evolutionary distance for both specialist, cosmopolitan and non-gut species (Figure 3a). In each taxon and each habitat category, the correlation between gene content conservation and evolutionary distance was statistically significant ($P < 0.05$, Mantel test), except in subcategories for which very few ($n < 5$) genomes were available (Supplementary Table 2). Differences in gene content were well explained by evolutionary distance for gut-adapted bacteria (specialists: $r^2 = 0.82$; cosmopolitan: $r^2 = 0.80$), but poorly explained for other comparisons ($r^2 = 0.22$). Importantly, regression analysis indicated that, for a broad range of phylogenetic distances, gut-adapted bacteria possess higher levels of gene conservation than their non-gut relatives, with cosmopolitan members of the gut community being intermediate between gut specialists and other species.

The measure of similarity in gene content (i.e., conservation) used was asymmetric (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section), therefore averages of pairwise comparisons among genomes of different sizes can be misleading. Differences in gene conservation attributable to genome reduction are captured in Figures 2 and 3a. Clusters of very high gene conservation were found when comparing reduced genomes to large genomes, and conversely clusters of very low levels of gene conservation were found when comparing large genomes to their reduced relatives.
To investigate the effect of relative genome size on the relationship between evolutionary distance and gene content, the genome–genome comparisons in Figure 3a were re-plotted according to relative genome size (Figure 3b). Each genome was categorized as small, medium or large according to the criteria defined in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. The results from Figure 3a were then re-plotted according to whether the genomes being compared belonged to the same size category (Figure 3b).

Comparisons between genomes with very unequal sizes explain many of the outliers from the overall trend in gene conservation over phylogenetic distance reported in the analyses above. While phylogenetic distance explained ~60% of the variance in gene conservation between genome pairs within the same size category, it explained only 27% of the variance between genome pairs that differed by one size category and only 1% of the variance in genome pairs that differed by two size categories. This result suggests that controlling for genome size is critical for prediction of gene conservation from phylogenetic distance. Moreover, this is a difference that would be missed if gene conservation were calculated symmetrically. Recalculating the results from Figure 2 to include only genome–genome comparisons (Supplementary Figure S1) within the same size category yields an \( r^2 \) of 0.60, ~2-fold improvement in the degree to which variance in gene content can be explained by phylogenetic distance. This improvement applies only to lineages where variation in genome size is substantial. For example, the enterobacteria, rather than appearing as an outlier to the overall trend appear entirely typical, once differences in

Figure 3. Gene conservation in gut-adapted bacteria. Relationship between evolutionary distance in terms of 16S rRNA divergence and gene content conservation. For these graphs, the x-axis shows evolutionary divergences in terms of nucleotide substitutions per site in the 16S rRNA gene, and the y-axis shows the fraction of genes in the first species that are found in the second species using BLASTP on the translated sequences. (a) Each point represents a comparison between two genomes. Yellow points are comparisons between two genomes that are both gut specialists, green points are comparisons between two genomes that are both cosmopolitan members of the gut microbiota, whereas all other comparisons are considered together and colored in blue. Although much variation in gene conservation is explained by phylogenetic distance, examples of genomes that vary little or greatly in gene conservation can be found at any given distance. \( r^2 = 0.82 \) for gut specialists; 0.80 for gut cosmopolitans; and 0.22 for other comparisons. (b) Effects of relative genome size on conservation of gene content (size categories are defined in ‘Materials and Methods’ section above). Genome–genome comparisons were plotted separately for pairs of genomes where both are in the same size category (blue squares), where one genome is medium and the other is either large or small (green squares), or where one genome is large and the other is small (yellow squares). (c) Gene content conservation in pairs of gut-adapted bacteria with similar genome sizes. When only gut specialist or gut cosmopolitan genomes are considered, and when both genomes in each pair are similarly sized, phylogenetic distance is predictive of gene content conservation: \( r^2 = 0.81 \) gut specialists; 0.78 gut cosmopolitan; and 0.57 for other comparisons. (d) Depicts the same data as in (c), but binned into increments of 0.03 corrected substitutions per site in the 16S rRNA, to clarify trends in conservation. Specialist (white bars) and cosmopolitan (gray bars) bacteria inhabiting the gut have somewhat lower levels of gene conservation at evolutionary distances below 0.03 substitutions per site than non-gut bacteria (black bars), but elevated levels between ~0.06–0.18 substitutions per site. Error bars depict standard error.
genome size are corrected for (γ-Proteobacteria $r^2 = 0.60$; see Supplementary Figure S1).

To test whether the elevated gene conservation in gut-adapted genomes seen in Figure 3a is an artifact caused by wide variation in genome sizes amongst non-gut genomes, we repeated the analysis in Figure 3a excluding genome–genome comparisons from different size categories. Similar patterns emerged to those observed in the full dataset (Figure 3c), indicating that differences in the evolution of gene content between gut and non-gut genomes were not simply attributable to trends in genome size. In order to quantify the effects of adaptation to the gut habitat on gene conservation at various phylogenetic distances, and to test whether this difference was significant, genome-genome comparisons were binned into increments of 0.03 corrected substitutions/site in the 16S rRNA (Figure 3d). This analysis revealed that gut specialist and gut cosmopolitan lineages have greater gene conservation for evolutionary distances between 0.06 and 0.18 substitutions/site. However, at distances of $<0.03$ 16S rRNA substitutions per site (roughly corresponding to the traditional bacterial species boundary, see Supplementary Figure S2), gut genomes tended to have much lower gene conservation than is present at greater distances. This could reflect increased niche specialization in very closely related gut genomes or increased convergence in other environments.

**16S rRNA distance predicts genomic diversity within bacterial species**

Patterns of niche specialization within and between bacterial species may operate according to different principles, which could provide insight into the ecological mechanisms which underlie them within a given habitat. To follow up on this question of niche specialization, we next examined the ability of 16S rRNA distances to predict gene content within bacterial species. This analysis is interesting for two reasons. First, because barriers to horizontal gene transfer are believed to be lower between closely related genomes (39), it might be expected that the phylogenetic signal would have little effect on gene content within bacterial species. Second, although genome sequencing is increasingly affordable, criteria for choosing strains that maximize divergence in gene content so as to maximize the discovery of new components of the pan-genome are essential. If 16S rRNA distance had little effect on gene conservation within bacterial species, then it would be preferable to select strains based on other criteria or at random to maximize statistical power.

Even when examining gene conservation at scales that correspond to the most commonly used cut-off for bacterial species (16S rRNA distances below 3% divergence), we found that 16S rRNA gene distance is an important predictor of gene conservation. Gene conservation between strains of the same species fell as evolutionary distances approached 0.03 nucleotide substitutions per site (Figure 4a and b). These results are consistent with those of Konstantinidis and Tiedje (15), who found a relationship between 16S rRNA divergence, overall gene content, ANI in orthologous genes and DNA rehybridization kinetics. In addition, these trends can be recovered using not just full-length 16S rRNA, but also using 250 nucleotide reads from the V2, V4 or V6 regions of this gene. This result reveals that even short 16S rRNA gene reads, such as those produced with pyrosequencing, are associated with genomic differences (Figure 4). On an average, selecting a strain with 16S rRNA distance between 0.015 and 0.03 from the nearest known strain will produce ~9% fewer conserved genes (and, conversely, greater gene novelty) than selecting a random genome within the species; whereas a similar criterion applied to phylogenies constructed from 250 nucleotide reads from

![Figure 4. Greater 16S rRNA divergence implies greater divergence in gene content within bacterial species. (a) Trees constructed from either the full length 16S rRNA or 250 nucleotide stretches of its V2, V4 or V6 regions. The vertical bar corresponds to the species boundary, using the traditional bacterial species definition of >97% 16S rRNA identity. (This boundary was determined by regressing the corrected 16S rRNA distances displayed here against 16S rRNA percent identity. See Supplementary Figure S2). The results demonstrate that even within the same bacterial species, the average gene conservation of a genome pair falls as phylogenetic distance increases. (b) Binning the results from (a) to bins of 0.015 16S rRNA substitutions per site allows quantification of the effect of phylogenetic distance on gene conservation. Black bars represent average gene conservation at a given distance when distances are calculated using the full-length 16S rRNA gene sequence, while progressively lighter gray bars represent gene conservation when calculating distance with fragments of the V2, V4 or V6 regions, respectively.](image)
V2, V4 or V6 primers will yield an average 17, 16 or 4% reduction in conserved genes, respectively (Figure 4b). A similar concept applies when selecting species within the same genus (using the >94% 16S rRNA percent identity threshold). Selecting the most divergent strains within a genus (i.e. those with 94-95% identity in the 16S rRNA) provides an average 8–12% reduction in gene conservation relative to randomly chosen species belonging to the same genus, depending on the primers used. It should be noted, however, that variation is sufficiently high in either case that this technique is most useful when sequencing a large number of genomes; although choosing divergent lineages at the genus or species level provides access to a pool of strains or species with reduced gene conservation, it is not the case that gene conservation for every genome pair will be reduced.

**Habitat adaptation in bacterial plasmids**

Bacterial plasmids are frequently subject to horizontal transfer. Because plasmids supplement an existing bacterial genome, they are not constrained to contain genes essential for cellular life. The 132 plasmids sequenced with the genomes included in this analysis thus provide a window into gene conservation amongst frequently transferred genes. We compared the genes carried on each plasmid with the combined pool of genes carried on the chromosomes and plasmids of each other isolate in the analysis (Figure 5a). Both overall gene conservation and the ability to predict gene conservation from phylogenetic distance were dramatically reduced in plasmids. This contrast between conservation of plasmid-borne genes and those located on bacterial chromosomes suggests that horizontal gene transfer in genomes is not so frequent that phylogeny and gene conservation are uncoupled (in which case the ability of phylogenetic distance to predict gene conservation would be similar for both plasmids and chromosomes). Instead, once we account for differences in overall genome size, the gene content of chromosomes is substantially more predictable than that of plasmids ($r^2 = 0.60$ chromosomes; $r^2 = 0.06$ plasmids). Surprisingly, despite explaining little of the variation in gene content conservation, the correlation between evolutionary distance and gene content conservation is still statistically significant for the taxa in the analysis ($P < 0.05$, Mantel test), except in cases where the number of plasmids is very small ($n < 5$; see Supplementary Table S3).

Given the observation that the dense bacterial community of the mammalian gut presents ample opportunities for horizontal gene transfer, and horizontal gene transfer is thought to be a process promoting habitat adaptation, we tested whether the effect of environmental adaptation on gene conservation observed in bacterial chromosomes also occurs on plasmids. The plasmids of gut cosmopolitan genomes clearly show a similar effect of habitat on gene content to that observed in bacterial chromosomes (Figure 5b). That is, at short phylogenetic distances gene content conservation is reduced for comparisons within the same environment, whereas at longer phylogenetic distances gene conservation is enriched, suggesting that the same pattern of short range specialization and long range convergence observed for bacterial chromosomes may be acting on plasmids. For gut-specialist plasmids the dataset is limited to a small number of examples, but overall the results appear consistent with the patterns observed for the full chromosomes. Indeed, the effect of habitat on gene content conservation over short phylogenetic distances appears to be even more dramatic in plasmids than in bacterial chromosomes (Figure 5b).

**The effects of habitat adaptation on gene conservation occur in both pathogens and non-pathogens**

Finally, we tested whether the effects of shared habitat, phylogenetic distance and genome content were common across commensal and pathogenic genomes. When we divide the genomes into more categories, the statistical power is reduced, but in cases where data are available gut-adapted commensal (Figure 6a) and pathogenic...
(Figure 6b) genomes generally display the same elevated levels of gene conservation at intermediate phylogenetic distances relative to non-gut genomes. This effect persists when also limiting the data to comparisons between genomes of similar size (Figures 6c and d).

**DISCUSSION**

This study reveals that gut-adapted genomes are more similar in gene content at a given evolutionary distance than non-gut genomes. Thus, common functional requirements or increased horizontal gene transfer cause similarities in gene content within the gut habitat. This trend holds over a broad range of phylogenetic distances. However, niche specialization at short phylogenetic distances (e.g., strains within the same bacterial species) is also important in the mammalian gut. The well-known result that genome content can vary radically for genomes with identical 16S rRNA sequences (14,40), and studies that report high levels of horizontal gene transfer (41,42) have raised doubts about our ability to understand genome and community functions based on phylogeny. The results presented here, together with the demonstration from GEBA (http://www.jgi.doe.gov/programs/GEBA/) that phylogenetically chosen genomes maximize novel gene lineage discovery, suggest that these effects, while important, do not obscure the overall trend that evolutionarily related organisms tend to share genomic features and, presumably, ecological niches.

The finding that gene conservation between gut-adapted bacteria is reduced over very short phylogenetic distances but elevated at greater distances suggests that gene content filters the persistent lineages of microbes in the gut (43). The reduced gene conservation at short phylogenetic distances might thus indicate that competitive exclusion amongst bacteria with very similar functional profiles dominates amongst closely related bacteria, while the gene content of more divergently related gut bacteria is more strongly influenced by the shared selective pressures imposed by life in the gut. This interpretation is further supported by the convergence of very different species assemblages on similar functional repertoires in the human gut, as revealed by metagenomic studies (44).

A survey of microbial communities across 27 body habitats in healthy individuals has emphasized the importance of body habitat in determining community composition relative to interpersonal or temporal variation (45). If there is more convergence in function in the gut due to...
extreme selective pressure and/or horizontal gene transfer, would this be mirrored by more consistent metagenomic profiles and/or more divergence at fine phylogenetic scales in the gut than in other body habitats? Although difficulties with low sample biomass currently preclude metagenomic studies of these other body habitats, large-scale sequencing of strains associated with other body habitats could address these important questions by allowing the application of the techniques introduced here. A key and pressing challenge is to understand how, if the gut is such a selective environment, some species are able to establish and maintain a broadly cosmopolitan lifestyle. To that end, it would be profitable to deliberately choose closely related gut and non-gut strains both for sequencing and for careful experiments to test survival across a broad set of conditions and environments where common metabolic themes such as fermentation may be represented. Ideally these would be newly isolated from well-characterized environments, sidestepping the issue of dubious provenance of many existing strains. As these species are being sequenced, our ability to gain insight will improve as annotations converge on improved standards such as Minimal Information about a Genome Sequence [MIGS (46)] and Minimal Information about an Environmental Sequence (MIENS; http://darwin.nerc.oxford.ac.uk/ge_wiki/index.php/MIENS). This combination of data and metadata will enable more general tests of the effects of environmental adaptation on genome composition and evolution.
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